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UNESCO Names Reggae International Cultural Treasure  from VOA

Conjugate the verbs in the text:

Over time, the music (1)_______________ (TRAVEL) everywhere, from Britain and the United 
States to Latin America and Africa.

In the 1960s, reggae (2)_______________ (GAIN) popularity in Britain and parts of the U.S., where
Jamaicans (3)_______________ (BEGIN) moving after World War Two.

In the 1970s and 1980s, the British punk rock music world (4)_______________ (WELCOME) 
reggae. Soon, punk musicians (5)_______________ MAKE) reggae-influenced songs.

British artists such as The Clash and The Police (6)_______________ (MIX) reggae's rhythms and 
sounds, as well as its political messages, into their music. This (7)_______________ (HELP) 
(8)_______________ (BRING) reggae to a wider audience.

Today, musicians from a wide field of styles, such as pop, R&B and even jazz, (9)_______________ 
(CONTINUE) (10)_______________  (BORROW) from reggae.

Match the verbs with the best definition.

to come apart
to hang up
to get on 
to give in/up
to cut in
to grow out of
to eat out

to interrupt someone when they're speaking
to become to big for something, to stop doing something because you are older
to separate into pieces
to eat outside the home, to go to a restaurant
to end a telephone conversation
to be friendly (with someone), to make progress (with a project, a task...)
to capitulate, to surrender, to relent

Present Simple Present Simple (-) Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple (?)

We (COME) apart

He (HANG) up

I (GET) on/along with

She (GIVE) in

You (CUT in)

It (GROW) out of

They (EAT) out
Use the verbs from the table to complete the following sentences.

1. I …................................................ out of Monopoly when I was a teenager.
2. At Dixie we all …................................................... with each other, and we often meet up 

after work.
3. We stay at home during the week, but on Friday we often …..................................... at a 

local restaurant.
4. She  …........................................, and interrupted the presentation twice.
5. Why do cold callers call at mealtimes? I always  …................................. on them.
6. How do you fix a zip fastener if it  ….............................................. ?
7. The government says it will never ….............................................. to terrorist threats.
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Complete the following sentences with the words in the list.

coming apart    cutting in    eating out    gave in    get along    growing out    hang up    hanging up
 

1. Robert Mugabe …................................................... to military pressure and resigned on 21 
November.

2. You can prevent a lot of telephone scams by …............................................ the phone. Just 
…........................... the phone! 

3.  …........................................ of video games is natural. As you get older, you start to get 
busier with life and your goals change. 

4. Much of the growth in the restaurant trade will come from  …......................................  
around breakfast and lunch occasions. 

5. Have you ever worked with someone you just cannot …................................................ 
with?  

6. British Prime Minister Theresa May's conservative government may be 
….................................................. at the seams.

7. Enough is enough. Stop Interrupting Me! Why do people keep ............................................?
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